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I.  Program Summary & Learning Objectives

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
This session will explore how research and data shape our design practice and the built environment. 
In this session, we will explore several approaches and gain insight from various industry experts 
on how data-informed decisions or operating out of the evidence-base leads to objectively “better” 
design. These approaches will be framed within different scales/processes and ultimately by how 
we interpret and visualize data to adapt or convey meaning and hold our designs (and ourselves) 
accountable to their impacts. The session will focus on the tools and gathering process of data 
collection and research and explore its application to projects with particular attention to its impact 
on integrated design and sustainability.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Discuss different examples of how research and data-driven approaches can be used to inform 

design decisions and rethink conventional practices in architecture and urban planning. (HSW)
2. Compare emerging technologies that could shape architectural practice,and help improve the 

energy efficiency of buildings by providing a more integrative design process. (HSW
3. Identify design toolkits and applications for evidence-based design strategies, and how they 

can help architects better understand building impacts, energy use and performance impacts. 
(HSW)

4. Understand how data visualization can be made powerful by conveying meaning, narrative and 
using appropriate or accountable methods.

PROGRAM ABSTRACT:
Research is an essential and intrinsic function in architectural design to help designers 
understand clients, evaluate project contexts and assess building performances. The data 
we gather on buildings and how we measure, translate, and contextualize it leads to better 
design and innovation. However, it is a simple concept involving developing knowledge or 
expertise in a particular direction using a well-defined methodology. In the first session, 
Deborah Wringler (HKS) will interactively dive into what research is and how it is successfully 
applied in practice, as well as explore toolkits for all participants to use on their projects. 
 
Broadly, research in architectural practice can be technical, functional or anthropological, happening 
at the occupant scale (individual), the building scale (industry), and the societal scale (environment) 
A design strongly supported by research and data works in particular expertise directions and 
gives a solid competitive advantage. It also helps architects to amplify their capabilities as more 
equipped professionals. In the second panel, we will hear from development associate Daniel 
McGee (Redbrick Development), designer Andrew Cronin (KieranTimberlake), and sustainability 
leader Anica Landereau (HOK) as they discuss and share how this topic has informed these scales 
in practice, driven development goals and altered green building codes here in DC and nationally.  
 
 Ultimately how research is visualized and conveyed will help leaders and designers make informed 
decisions that will enable better and more accountable outcomes for our future. We will hear a mini-
case study on BIM and utilizing data in design technology platforms from Matt Cichy, HOK. In the 
final presentation, we will listen to from Tina Banach (Smithgroup) on how we visualize data and the 
ethics and effectivity surrounding applying and using data to convey meaning, enact change, and 
create accountability.

Objectively ‘Better’ Design
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II.  Agenda

AGENDA
12:00 – 12:30  Lunch Reception & Herman Miller Presentation
   by Sheri Landen Hurley, EDAC

12:30 – 1:35  Workshop; Research and Innovation in Design
   by Deborah Wingler, HKS

1:35 –1:45  Break

1:45 – 2:55  Panel: Sustainability in Practice
   by Daniel McGee, Redbrick LMD
        Anica Landreneau, HOK
        Andrew Cronin, KieranTimberlake
        (moderated by Scholars)

2:55 – 3:00  Break

3:00 - 3:30  Case Study: Integrating Tools and Data in BIM
   by Mark Cichy, HOK

3:30 – 3:40  Break

3:40 – 4:50  Presentation: Data Visualization
   by Tina Banach, Smithgroup

4:50 – 5:00  Conclusion & Housekeeping
   Scholars & the CKLDP Executive Committee 

5:00 – 6:30  Happy Hour @ Herman Miller Showroom*
   Knoll Inc. 1222 22nd St NW, Washington, DC 20037
   Rooftop Penthouse

Resesarch & Data in Design
Date: 03.June.2022
Location: Knoll Inc. 1222 22nd St NW, Washington, DC 20037
Time: 12:00 pm – 5:00pm 
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Deborah Wingler, PhD, MSD-HHE, EDAC
Dr. Deborah Wingler is a Principal and an Associate Director of Research at HKS, and is a well-known 
passionate patient and family advocate for healthcare design, researcher, speaker and published 
author. In her role at HKS, Deborah collaborates with research and design teams to develop and 
implement research initiatives that drive innovation and achieve a measurable impact across the 
healthcare practice globally. She holds a Ph.D. from Clemson University in Healthcare Architecture 
and earned a M.S.D. in Healthcare Design from The Herberger Institute of Design at Arizona State 
University. Her research focuses on improving the patient and staff experience through research 
studies that utilize real-time data collection techniques to elicit insight into patient and staff 
physiological, psychological and neural responses to high stress healthcare environments.  As the 
mother of a pediatric cancer care survivor, Deborah understands that we must design health care 
environments that support the health and well-being of all.

Prior to joining HKS, Dr. Wingler was a Research Assistant Professor with the Center for Health 
Facilities Design and Testing at Clemson University where she contributed to multiple large grant 
funded projects, working with multidisciplinary teams to develop and test built environment 
solutions for improving patient safety, user experience, and operational efficiencies. Dr. Wingler was 
also the founder and president of Healing Design Integration where she worked with some of the 
most forward-thinking healthcare organizations, manufacturers, and design firms in the industry to 
support their respective research agendas. Both in practice and academia, her research has focused 
on the integration of research into the design process at varying scales, from the development of 
emerging models of care through multi-year capital projects, to the development of tools to support 
evidence –based design decisions, and the design of products and platforms to support the delivery 
of care. Today she serves as an Adjunct Faculty for Clemson University, a member of the Center 
for Health Design Research Coalition, and as a reviewer for multiple peer-reviewed journals and 
industry competitions.

Presentation #1:
Innovation in Design: Research and Data in Practice 
In this session, we will explore as an interactive workshop what “research” means in design and 
practice. Deborah will present various methodologies for how research is conducted, and lessons 
learned on how to effectively integrate it into practice. Ultimately, projects operating out of the 
evidence-base lead to more successful buildings outcomes and drives innovation in design.

Deborah Wingler, PhD, MSD-HHE, EDAC

dwingler@hksinc.com

https://www.hksinc.com/

III.  Speakers & Presentations

Lunch and Learn - Herman Miller
Herman Miller Product Research and Design 
In this lunch and learn style session, we will learn about human-centric design as the heart of 
the business of HermanMiller and Knoll. These companies are embracing and contributing to 
the research efforts shaping adaptable design, both in commercial and healthcare applications. 
“Design for the good of human kind” as a concept will be discussed as well as its importance 
for good product design and approach. Herman Miller actively studies the importance of “human 
space” and how the built environment actively participates in positive outcomes. 

Sheri Hurley, Strategic Account Executive
With a passion for elevating the patient and caregiver experience, I engage each opportunity with 
a holistic approach and love learning from partnerships who challenge us to be better. My 15+ 
years of experience in both furniture and construction provides our clients a unique skill set in early 
project planning and modular integration through collaborative processes using EBD in promoting 
excellence in care, organizational efficiency, and design for the good of humankind. A Maryland 
native, I enjoy life by the bay with my fiancé, 11 year old bonus daughter, and dogs Dave and Rosco.

Sheri Hurley, EDAC

sheri_hurley@hermanmiller.com

https://www.hermanmiller.com
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Anica Landreneau, Assoc. AIA, LEED AP BD+C, WELL AP
Anica leads HOK’s global sustainable design practice, serving on the firm’s board of directors and 
design board. Based in Washington, DC, she serves locally on the Green and Energy Codes TAG, 
is on the Mayor’s Green Building Advisory Council and co-chairs the Building Energy Performance 
Standard Task Force. Anica also serves on the national USGBC LEED Advisory Committee, IECC 
2024 Code Development Committee and Consultative Council for the National Institute for Building 
Sciences. She is a Senior Fellow of the New Buildings Institute and a member of the AIA’s 2021 
Board Government Advocacy Committee.

Anica previously served on the AIA Blue Ribbon Panel on Codes, coauthoring Disruption, Evolution, 
and Change: AIA’s Vision for the Future of Design and Construction. With the U.S. General 
Services Administration, she coauthored The New Sustainable Frontier: Principles of Sustainable 
Development. She has testified before Congress on policy recommendations that were included 
in the Majority Staff Report, Solving the Climate Crisis: The Congressional Action Plan for a Clean 
Energy Economy and a Healthy, Resilient, and Just America.

III.  Speakers & Presentations

Anica Landreneau, Assoc. AIA,

anica.landreneau@hok.com

https://www.hok.com/

Daniel McGee, PE MBA

DMcGee@redbricklmd.com

https://www.redbricklmd.com/

Daniel McGee, PE, MBA, LEED BD+C, ASHRAE
Daniel McGee is a Development Associate at Redbrick LMD, a vertically-integrated commercial 
real estate developer focused on exceeding environmental sustainability standards and providing 
positive social impact. He is currently working on development for the Bridge District, a 9-acre site 
in Ward 8 that will ultimately provide close to 2.5 Million SF of mixed-use space. Specifically, Daniel 
is leading development efforts for a 12-story mass timber multifamily building and helping the 
development achieve its goals of carbon neutrality throughout the entire site (both embodied and 
operational carbon). Prior to his career in real estate development, 

Daniel was a mechanical engineer with Smithgroup and Vanderweil Engineers, where he focused 
on mechanical system design for data centers, healthcare facilities, and museums. Daniel has an 
MBA from Georgetown, and an integrated bachelor/master’s degree in architectural engineering 
from Penn State. Daniel is a registered Professional Engineer (PE) in DC, with a focus on HVAC & 
Refrigeration. 

Presentation #2:
Sustainability in Practice
In this section, we will focus on how data is applied to practice; namely, with our city’s path to 
sustainability. We will look at the policies in place that guide construction in Washington, DC, and 
what these policies could look like in the near future, we will discuss sustainable practices, tools 
and technology implemented in designs, and we will talk about energy modeling vs. performance. 
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III.  Speakers & Presentations

Mark Cichy, Principal

mark.cichy@hok.com

www.hok.com

Matt Cichy, CACB, Director of Design Technology - HOK
Mark is a steadfast believer in the power of collaborative design, with a professional and academic 
focus on parametric design, software development, and the construction and fabrication of complex 
projects. In practice, he uses computer algorithms to generate design solutions that engage users 
and stakeholders, respond to people and place, and also inspire awe.

Mark helps HOK’s global offices design generative algorithms using software platforms that 
interface with most AEC and PLM software platforms. His solutions cross disciplinary boundaries 
and go beyond design theory considering the pragmatic aspects of design process – Mark designs 
custom computer algorithms to solve real-world design challenges.

Mark has almost 20 years of professional experience in architecture, he leverages technology 
to create highly functional spatial solutions that push the boundaries of form, transforming the 
improbable into the possible to create iconic design solutions specifically tailored to the Client’s 
needs. He has worked on some of the most noted projects designed in North America in recent 
years as well as significant works internationally

Presentation #3:
Case Study: BIM and Data Driven Design Tools
In this mini-session, we will explore fundemental tools and BIM Strategies to utilizing and visualizing 
data effectively for project integration and design. This session and discussion explores how we 
evaluate our building performance and data on a continuous basis using technology and modeling 
through the process of design.

Andrew Cronin, Principal 

acronin@kierantimberlake.com

www.kierantimberlake.com/

Presentation #2:
Sustainability in Practice
(Continued)

Andrew Cronin, AIA, LEED AP BD+C
Andrew Cronin is a principal and lead designer who joined KieranTimberlake in 2007. In over 10 
years as an architect, Andrew has focused on renovation projects including the Morse and Ezra 
Stiles Colleges at Yale University and Lowell House at Harvard University, for which he is currently the 
Principal in Charge. He also served as the Project Architect for the Consortium for Building Energy 
Innovation, a retrofit of a former recreation facility at the Philadelphia Navy Yard. Andrew was also 
the Project Architect for High Horse Ranch, a sustainable private home in rural Northern California, 
and Congregation Rodeph Shalom, a renovation and addition that expanded a historic Philadelphia 
synagogue to accommodate its growing congregation. 
 
Andrew excels at digital design, prototyping, and systems integration and brings his expertise in 
digital design to the firm within KieranTimberlake’s BIM Practices Group and Knowledge Community. 
He is also a jury critic and adjunct faculty member at the Antoinette Westphal College of Media Arts 
and Design at Drexel University.  
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III.  Speakers & Presentations

Tina Banach, Information Analyst - Smithgroup
As part of the Technology in Practice group at SmithGroup, Tina is dedicated to applying data and 
technology as a solution to enhance the design process. Tina collects, structures, and visualizes data 
throughout the life of a project, aiding clients to understand and apply results in an impactful way, 
while improving workflows, fostering collaboration, and cultivating data-enhanced decision making. 
 
Tina holds a Master of Arts from the Indiana University of Pennsylvania in 
Sociology and earned a Bachelor of Arts in Sociology from Mount Union College.  
Prior to SmithGroup, Tina was Data & Applications Analyst at Lawrence Technological University, and 
prior to that, she was Research Analyst at Jackson Community College where she focused on federal 
data reporting, success metrics analysis, survey creation and analysis, and strategic planning and 
process improvements.

Presentation #4:
Visualization and Data
In this section, we talk about more than chart types and various data visualization rules. We learn 
to communicate the benefits of a data-centered approach to inquiry and design, navigate the steps 
in the data analysis process, identify various types of data and the appropriate level of analysis, 
and learn to recognize the strengths and weaknesses of various data visualizations in order to 
communicate findings.

Tina Banach

Tina.Banach@smithgroup.com

https://www.smithgroup.com/
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